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Motivation
There is a large body of international research in economics and other social sciences on the effects of Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) on the cognitive and non-cognitive (socio-emotional) development of children. While many of these studies focus on quantitative aspects (i.e., whether and how long a child attends ECEC settings), several psychological and pedagogical studies emphasize that attendance, per se, is less predictive for child development than ECEC quality. This growing literature shows that attending ECEC services of higher quality is positively associated with children's development, with effects increasing with ECEC quality (e.g., Belsky et al. 2007 , Sammons et al. 2008 , Vandell et al. 2010 ; for an overview see Melhuish er al. 2015 ). ECEC quality is also crucial for the magnitude and the long term persistence of beneficial effects (for international and US reviews see, e.g., Gilliam and Zigler 2001 , Gorey 2001 , Anderson et al. 2003 , Burger 2010 , Camilli et al. 2010 . In the economic literature, mainly intervention studies demonstrate the beneficial effects of high quality ECEC (famous interventions include the Perry preschool program or the Abecedarian program, e.g., Heckman et al. 2013 , Kautz et al. 2014 , where children attend high ECEC quality programs as part of the intervention.
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In addition to the literature on the effects of ECEC quality, another strand shows that the home learning environment (HLE), and parental investments are important for children's cognitive and non-cogntive development. Apart from studies in other disciplines, here the economic literature covers more studies (see below). In these studies parental investments are often measured by financial inputs or time inputs. Few studies focus on the activities parents undertake with their children. The literature stresses the importance of parenting compared to parental income (for a recent study on this see Carneiro and Ginja 2016) . 3 Several studies give empirical evidence that mother's time is a crucial investment in the production process of child outcomes. Father's time is almost equally productive, especially during crucial stages of development (e.g., Carneiro and Rodriguez 2009 , Del Boca et al 2014 , Del Bono et al. 2016 ).
However, the effects depend on the activities parents perform with their children: Hsin and Felfe (2014) , for instance, show that the time mothers spend on educational and structured 2 There are very few studies by economists that explicity analyse the effects of the quality of average ECEC programs, which are open to all children: For instance, Araujo et al. (2016) study ECEC centers in Ecuador, while Bauchmüller et al. (2014) and Jensen et al. (2015) use samples of Danish ECEC centers.
3 High-quality parenting can be available to a child even when the family experiences adverse financial circumstances, although higher income facilitates good parenting. In part, this observation accounts for the success of children from certain cultural and ethnic groups raised in poverty who nonetheless receive strong encouragement from devoted parents and succeed (Cunha and Heckman 2009) . activities correlates positively with child outcomes, more than the time spend on other activities. Todd and Wolpin (2007) use a home environment index as a measure for parenting, and find strong evidence that home inputs are important determinants of child cognitive development.
Using the same scale, Blomeyer et al. (2013) also demonstrate that the home learning environment is strongly related to competencies during childhood and achievement in adulthood. The importance of high quality parenting for child development is further underlined by evaluations of few interventions that try to improve maternal skills to develop children's skills. This small literature suggests that these programs are particularly effective when addressing disadvantaged mothers. 4 Overall, benefits of high ECEC quality and home quality on child development are well-
established. Yet, we know little about the interrelations of these two important types of investments. In particular, there is almost no evidence on the effect of high ECEC quality on the quality of the home environment. However, it is crucial to understand how parents react to better ECEC quality. Do they substitute higher ECEC quality with lower HLE quality, do they complement higher ECEC quality with higher HLE quality, or is the provided level of HLE quality completely unrelated to the ECEC quality? The answer to this question is relevant for researchers and policy makers. If an increase in ECEC quality results in a lower HLE quality, investments in higher ECEC quality are not necessarily beneficial. The effect of higher ECEC quality is only unambiguously positive, if ECEC quality either leaves HLE quality unaffected or increases it.
There is some evidence that children require a minimum level of support from the home environment to benefit from higher ECEC (e.g., NICHD 2002 , Vandell et al. 2010 , while others argue that disadvantaged children especially benefit from high ECEC quality as it compensates for low HLEs (for an overview, see, e.g., Elango et al. 2015) . A few studies describe the correlations between ECEC quality and the quality of the HLE in the social science literature (e.g., NICHD 1997 , McCartney et al. 2007 , Habibov 2012 , Lehrl et al. 2014 ). 5 For instance, it is shown that higher ECEC quality is associated with improvements in the quality of the home environment, most notably for poorer families. 6 In the economic literature, this relationship is only studied by looking at very specific high quality interventions for disadvantaged families. Heckman and Mosso (2014) summarize evidence from the Nurse-Family Partnership (NFP, Olds et al. 2007 ), the Perry preschool program (Schweinhardt et al. 1993 ) and the Abecedarian programm (Breitmayer and Ramey 1986) .
The NFP program provided home visits where teenage mothers were provided parenting training. The Perry program offered home visits in addition to preschool attendance and the Abecedarian program interacted with parents of the treatment group at the day care centers.
The evidence generally supports complementary responses of parents to such interventions 7 .
This evidence is only based on specific, high intensity, small-scale intervention studies that included a parental training component, sometimes next to child interventions. Our study is the first to analyze the effects of ECEC quality on the overall HLE of children in average ECEC programs that, on average, do not include an explicit parent component.
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Our analysis is based on very rich data of the NICHD Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development (SECCYD). This US dataset is the most suitable data set for our research questions as it provides comprehensive information about the child's HLE before and after being in ECEC and that it covers detailed ECEC quality measures, which go far beyond simple structural characteristics (e.g., staff-child ratio or group size) as they are based on observations of professionally raters. We estimate value-added models and exploit the rich SECCYD data by including a wide range of additional variables controlling for other past and current inputs, including some variables (like non-cognitive skills) that are often unobserved to the researchers. We show that ECEC quality has a positive effect on the HLE of children.
This effect is more pronounced for ECEC quality experienced at ages two or later. Our results 5 There are a few descriptive studies on the relationship between non-parental care use and parental time in activities with children. For instance, Bittman et al. (2004) examine the relationship between non-parental care and the amount and quality of parental engagement using Australian data, while Booth et al. (2002) use the same data as we do to study the use of childcare for 300 hours and more and the mother-infant interaction. However, these studies do not consider ECEC quality, they only focus on the dose of care. Araujo et al. (2016) investigates the effect of universal kindergarten teachers' quality on child outcomes in the US. Their analysis on the mechanisms shows that kindergarten teachers' quality not only does not change parental investments and behavior toward children, but also that parents can distinguish between high and low quality teachers. However, the study only focuses on teacher quality and not on overall ECEC quality.
are robust to various model specifications, taking into account measurement and sample restriction issues. However, there are substantial differences between various groups: The effects mainly occur for more advantaged children, white children, those of higher educated mothers, and those of non-single mothers. These results suggest an additional mechanism exerting the previously discussed "Matthew Effect" in ECEC (Vandell et al. 2010 ). The potential of high ECEC quality to influence the HLE of children is certainly not fully explored and could be extended to more disadvantaged groups.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 explains the conceptual framework and discusses several mechanisms through which ECEC quality might impact the HLE. Section 3 introduces our empirical approach and the data. Section 4 presents our main results as well as robustness tests and analyses of effect heterogeneity. Section 5 summarizes our findings and concludes.
Conceptual Framework and Mechanisms
By analyzing the association between ECEC quality and the HLE of a child, we refer to the dynamic skill formation model by Cunha and Heckman (2007) . In this framework, the dynamic complementarity of skills results from the fact that investments and skills at time t affect the skill level at t+1 and so on. While this technology of skill formation focuses on the multiple distinct developmental periods in childhood and on multiple skills, it also emphasizes multiple forms of investments, including parenting and schooling (e.g., Francesconi and Heckman 2016 and Araujo et al. 2016) . If parents' compensation behavior dominates, we would expect a negative effect of ECEC quality on the HLE quality.
One the other hand, there are several indirect mechanisms. For one, children at home talk about or re-enact their (high quality) ECEC experiences and their parents could learn indirectly from the ECEC educators about ways of dealing with their children as well as about new activities. Second, children benefiting from high ECEC quality might demand more stimulation at home, thus shaping their HLE (e.g., Scarr and McCartney 1983) . Third, there might be indirect mechanisms that relate to the parents. A high ECEC quality can also affect parental outcomes, such as parental well-being. There are a few studies focusing on the association between ECEC quality measures and maternal well-being: Higher ECEC quality might reduce work-family conflicts and ensure that children are in good hands (e.g., Kremer
2007, Poms et al. 2009 , Payne et al. 2011 , consequently increasing parents' well-being. 9 In turn, increases in parental well-being can improve child development (e.g., Berger and Spieß 2011) and are likely related to improvements in the HLE.
9 Parental, or more precise maternal, well-being can be operationalized as life-satisfaction, stress, or depressive symptoms (e.g., Benasich et al. 1992 , Gordon et al. 2011 .
Data and Methods

Empirical approach
We estimate the effect of ECEC quality on the HLE with a stepwise procedure. In the first step, we regress the HLE measure only on ECEC quality. We then subsequently add further control variables and examine how the estimated coefficient for ECEC quality changes. In the spirit of Wolpin (2003, 2007) , we distinguish between historical and contemporaneous inputs/investments, and we also estimate value-added models (by adding a baseline measure of the outcome variable). In all specifications, we use contemporaneous HLE and past ECEC quality to mitigate concerns about reverse causality.
Our final model is a value-added model with additional controls for past and current inputs:
where is the measure of the current HLE. The parameter of key interest is and it captures the effect of past ECEC quality on current HLE. denotes the vector of historical inputs and the vector of contemporaneous inputs. is the baseline measure of the HLE. We estimate equation (1) and its variants by ordinary least squares and compute robust standard errors.
Data
Our analyses are based on data from the longitudinal NICHD Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development (SECCYD), formerly the NICHD Study of Early Child Care (SECC).
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The study started as a birth cohort study in 1991, recruiting a diverse sample of 1,364 children at different study sites across the US. The consortium applied a range of assessments (questionnaires, ratings, cognitive tests, observations, medical tests) to the sampled children, their families, other non-family care givers, and school representatives. Measurements were initiated when the children were one month old and repeated until 2006, when most children were in grade 9. An advantage of the SECCYD is that panel attrition is rather low, e.g., in grade 3 (the final measurement point in our study, i.e. age 9) the sample still holds 1,076
children. Most important for the purpose of our study, the SECCYD provides detailed and elaborated measures of quality of the child's ECEC setting (e.g., early child care settings, family care, and nursing) and the HLE -both investments in children.
Outcome. The quality of the HLE is assessed with the Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment (HOME; Caldwell and Bradley, 2003) . The HOME is a well-established tool implemented worldwide and used, for instance, by Brooks-Gunn et al. (1996) , Aughinbaugh and Gittleman (2003), Todd and Wolpin (2007) , Blomeyer et al. (2013) , and Carneiro and Ginja (2016) . It combines interviewer observations with parental answers to specific interview questions. It is used to assess the cognitive stimulation and emotional support children receive in their home environment. Families' interactions adapt to children's age;
thus there are age-specific adaptations of the HOME (age 0-3, age 3-6, ages 6-11, age 11-15 years). The version for ages 0-3 includes 45 items and delivers a comprehensive score describing children's upbringing conditions. Versions for older ages add further aspects of learning and language stimulation as well as modelling and encouraging maturity. In order to make the scaling of the HOME comparable across ages, we standardize the HOME at each age using all observations with a valid HOME score, so that in age the HOME has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one at each age.
Main explanatory variable. The quality of the ECEC arrangement is assessed with the ORCE, the Observational Ratings of the Caregiving Environment (NICHD 1996) . The ORCE focuses on measures of frequency and quality of the interactions between caregivers and children. Several studies show that this quality measure is a meaningful measure (see, e.g.,
NICHD and Duncan 2003)
. The ORCE uses a rating scale system of 13 items that assess (each on a four-point scale) the degree of caregivers' sensitivity and reactivity to the children's social signals and (non-)distress, as well as caregiver intrusiveness, their expression of positive feelings toward the infant, their emotional and physical detachment and disengagement, the degree of stimulation targeted at the child's cognitive development, and finally the expression of negative regard for the child as well as flatness of caregiver's affect (NICHD 1996) . SECCYD collects information on the ORCE if the care arrangement lasts for at least 10 hours per week. 11 As for the HOME, we take into account the overall total scores including all items and aspects of quality for the ORCE. Again, we standardize the ORCE at each age using all valid SECCYD observations.
Control variables.
Our estimation strategy also considers other past and contemporaneous inputs (see Table 1 for an overview of the included variables). In the selection and coding of these control variables, we closely follow NICHD and Duncan (2003) . We distinguish between two sets of past inputs, which we subsequently introduce in the estimation of equation (1). While the first set constitutes basic sociodemographic information and measures of the family structure, the second set consists of information regarding the mother's attitudes as well as personality traits of mother and child. The first set of past inputs includes ethnic group (Hispanic, Black, White, other), age at birth (and its square), education (in years), marital status at child birth, employment status of the mother, as well as child gender, number of siblings, an indicator for being firstborn and the birth mode (vaginal delivery, planned Csection, emergency C-section) of the child. Additionally, this first set of past inputs includes some characteristics of the mother's partner (presence of a partner, employment status, years of education) and some household level characteristics (income to poverty ratio, household size, and dummies for each of the 10 sites of data collection 12 ). The second set of past inputs consists of the mother's general and education-related attitudes (which might affect occupational behavior, parent-child interactions, and the inclination to place the child in a non-family care arrangement) as well as mother's and child's personality characteristics, which might have an influence on parent-child interactions. The variables in this set are included in the SECCYD data and also used by NICHD and Duncan (2003) , but these variables are often not observed in other studies. More specifically, this set includes measures of the mother's neuroticism, extraversion, agreeableness, depression, and sensitivity as well as a measure of the child's temperament (all measured when the child was six months old).
Furthermore, this set includes measures of the mother's separation anxiety and locus of control as well as her attitudes toward work and toward progressive ideas for raising kids (measured when the child was one month old).
11 SECCYD is mostly interested in non-maternal care. However, in some cases the observed caregiver is the mother of the child. This can be the case if the mother works in a day care center or if she cares for further children besides her own child. Due to endogeneity reasons, we only include children in our main analysis who are cared for by non-family members and, therefore, exclude all children where the observed caregiver is the mother or another family member. 12 The site fixed effects also account for economic, political, and cultural differences at the regional level.
The set of contemporaneous inputs includes measures of the current values of those historical inputs that vary over time (i.e., income-to-poverty ratio, household size, number of siblings, presence of a partner at home, employment status of the mother and her partner). 13 In order to avoid losing observations due to missing single items on control variables and in favor of working with a constant sample size, we include a missing dummy indicator for each control variable (and set missing values to the respective variable means).
As SECCYD repeatedly assessed the quality of stimulation in children's home environment as well as the ECEC quality, we not only have the opportunity to control for past HLE quality but we can also examine the relationship between HLE quality and ECEC quality at various points in time. More specifically, we can look at the HLE quality as an outcome variable at three different points in time (when the child is 36 months, 54 months, and about 9 years, respectively). In order to reduce measurement error, in our main specification we average the ECEC quality over the two assessments that precede the respective HLE measure.
14 Figure 1 provides an overview over this timing and the points in time in which our two quality measures are collected. The figure also shows that in our main specifications, we relate (i) HLE quality at 36 months to ECEC quality averaged over the measures at 15 and 24 months;
(ii) HLE quality at 54 months to ECEC quality at 24 and 36 months; and (iii) HLE quality at 9
years to ECEC quality at 36 and 54 months. In the robustness section, we also work with different time spans. 15 In the main specification, we use the HLE quality collected at age 6 months as baseline measure. Again, we work with different baseline measures in the robustness section. By relying on these time spans and baseline measure, we make sure that our quality measures are collected in a clear temporal sequence: ECEC quality is measured after the baseline HLE measure but before the respective outcome HLE measure.
Descriptive statistics. Table 1 provides summary statistics for the historical and contemporaneous inputs as well as for the measures of ECEC and HLE quality. Summary statistics are displayed for the sample that we use in estimating the effect of ECEC quality on 13 The mother's personality traits and attitudes are only surveyed when the child was one month and six months, respectively. Therefore, we cannot include them as contemporaneous inputs. However, this should not be a major issue as personality traits are often assumed to be stable over time (e.g., Cobb-Clark and Schurer 2012).
14 If a measure for the ECEC quality is only available for one of the two periods, we use this ECEC measure. In the robustness section, we also work with alternative ways of combining different ECEC measures. 15 Sample sizes differ between the three versions as the analyses include only children who were cared for by non-family members for at least 10 hours per week (at least at one of the two measurement points of the ECEC quality).
the HLE at age 9 (i.e. in grade 3). 16 The mean of the HLE is higher when the child is age 9 compared to the baseline measure at month 6. However, this does not indicate that the HLE improved over time but the higher value is rather due to the different scaling of the HOME scale in the different years; which is why we standardize our quality measures at each measurement point. About 80% of the mothers in our sample are white and 10% are black.
Mothers were on average 29 years at the birth of the child and 67% of them are working at baseline, i.e. when the child was six months old. On average, mothers have 14.7 years of education and about 89% of them live together with a partner at baseline. The table further shows that 46% of the children are firstborn and on average, they have 0.8 siblings at baseline.
Results
Main results. When we include controls for basic sociodemographic information and family structure, the coefficients decrease in column (2), as we would expect. However, the coefficients are still positive and statistically significant in two of the three panels. In column (3) we add mother's and child's personality characteristics and attitudes of the mother. This does not alter the coefficients meaningfully compared to the previous specification. Similarly, adding the baseline measure of our outcome HLE in column (4) only marginally changes the estimated coefficients (but the estimates gain slightly in precision). Hence, the value-added specification and the specification controlling for other historical inputs yield the same conclusion.
According to column (4) an increase in the ECEC quality by one standard deviation improves the HLE by 0.08 and 0.09 standard deviations in the second and third panel, respectively.
While these two coefficients are statistically significant at the 5%-level, the coefficient in the first panel is not significantly different from zero. The coefficient of 0.03 is smaller than the 16 The summary statistics for the other two samples are very similar.
other two coefficients but not statistically different from them. The overall picture is very similar when we add controls for other contemporaneous inputs in column (5). This is, however, not our preferred specification as these additional controls are measured after the measure of the ECEC quality and might, therefore, be endogenous.
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Robustness. The first set of robustness checks deals with the sensitivity of our results to different measures of the baseline HLE and to different periods over which we average ECEC quality. While in our main specification, we measure the baseline HLE when the child was 6
months old, Table 3 shows that our findings are robust to controlling for baseline HLE at age 15 months (column 2) and at ages 6 and 15 months together (column 3). For the third panel,
we additionally rely on the HLE measure at age 36 months as baseline measure. Controlling for this baseline measure (column 4) or controlling for all three baseline measures (column 5)
does not change the overall pattern of results or our conclusions. In the main specification, we averaged ECEC quality over the two assessments that precede the HLE measure. Our results are robust to averaging ECEC quality over the preceding three (column 6) or four assessments (column 7; computation possible only for Panel C).
While the main specification includes only children who were cared for by non-family members for at least 10 hours per week, in the following we work with alternative sample restrictions (see Table 4 ). We repeat the analyses and include children that were cared for by non-parental family members (column 2) and children that were cared for by their parents or other family members (column 3). Columns 2 and 3 confirm that the results found in our main analyses are not dependent on our sample restrictions. In fact, taking into account the quality of parental interactions observed via the ORCE also leads to an increase of coefficients and, thus, underlines our first main results. However, these specifications are likely to suffer from endogeneity bias.
In the next set of robustness tests, we study whether the results depend on any minimum amount of care or if they hold only for a limited dosage of care. The SECCYD data includes information on the ECEC quality if the care arrangement lasts for at least 10 hours per week;
while we use this definition in our main specification, for robustness purposes we restrict the sample to those children who attend their care arrangements for at least 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 17 Therefore, the robustness tests in the section are based on the specification applied in column (4) of Table 12 .
Using column (5) as baseline for the robustness tests produces almost identical results (not shown).
hours per week, respectively. Results for analyses that studied different dosages of care separately are displayed in columns (4)- (8) of Table 4 . Again, these analyses confirm the positive effect of ECEC quality on the quality of the HLE.
As a further robustness check, we included ECEC costs as additional control variable; it could be considered as a further contemporaneous input. As higher quality ECEC might be more costly this might affect parental well-being, as there might be a trade-off between better quality and higher ECEC expenses. Nevertheless, once this information is included the results do not differ substantially (column 9). Thus, we find no evidence that our main specification leads to biased results when we do not control for ECEC costs.
Effect heterogeneity. Discussions about targeting ECEC to certain subgroups and results
about differential effectiveness of ECEC evoke considerations that the above reported results might not hold for all children but favor certain subpopulations in particular. Moreover, we know that high ECEC quality is particularly important for the development of disadvantaged children, as it could compensate for a lower quality of the HLE. If higher ECEC quality could additionally lead to an increase of the quality of the HLE this would be even more than a pure compensation effect. Thus, we are especially interested how in principle disadvantaged groups are affected.
A final series of analyses therefore studies heterogeneity of effects between certain subgroups.
We take into account the child's gender and ethnicity (Caucasian white vs. other) as well as maternal education (two potentially relevant thresholds: ≤ 12 years and ≤ 14 years of education) and whether the primary care giver's partner was living in the home or not. Thus, we focus on children of low-educated mothers and single mothers who could be considered as disadvantaged on average. 18 However, these subgroup analyses partially suffer from rather small sample sizes (compared to the large number of controlling covariates included in the model). Thus, we focus on the overall results and highlight deviating patterns.
The first set of results in Table 5 indicates that both boys' and girls' HLE benefits equally from a high ECEC quality setting. If anything, the results are more pronounced for boys' HLE in the long run. The picture is more diverse for the comparison of Caucasian white children 18 Another group that could be considered disadvantaged are children living in income poor households. However, given our relatively small sample size, this group is too small to obtain meaningful results.
vs. other ethnicities. While in the short run (time window 6-36 months), the HLE of nonwhite children benefits most from high ECEC quality, analyses for the time windows 6-54 months and 6 months-age 9 display negative, nonsignificant coefficients. The pattern is reversed for white children's HLE. There is a small negative, non-significant effect of ECEC quality on the HLE for the shortest time window (6-36 months), but strong positive and significant effects for the longer time windows. This indicates that in the long run the HLE of Caucasian white children improves most from high ECEC quality.
Results for subgroup analyses looking at maternal education are similar for the two applied thresholds: The ECEC coefficients for low-educated mothers are not significant and smaller than those for higher educated mothers. All coefficients are positive, with the exception of changes to the HLE of mothers with less than 12 years of education in the shortest time period of 6-36 months. The highest coefficients are observed for the group of children of higher educated mothers in the long run. This translates to advantages of children in households with better educated mothers. Their HLE improves most strongly along with better quality in their ECEC arrangement. Finally, comparisons for single-parent households vs. two-(social)parents households reveals only one deviation from the overall picture found in our main analyses.
Coefficients for both subgroups are positive, albeit not always significant and strongest for the group of children of two-parent households in the long run (time window 6 months-age 9).
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The only negative but non-significant coefficients in this series of analyses can be found for single-parent households in the longest time frame under study. Generally, we conclude that effects hold for both subgroups with the exception of single-parent households in the long run.
Conclusion
Although there is a large literature on the effects of high ECEC quality, on the one hand, and high quality of the HLE, on the other, on child development, we know little about the effects of ECEC quality on the HLE. This study attempts to fill this gap by analyzing a sample of the well-known NICHD SECCYD. To our knowledge, this is the most suitable data set for this research questions as it covers several quality measures of ECEC and HLE quality at different points in times. Our empirical framework is built on the models of Wolpin (2003, 2007) , who distinguish between historical and contemporaneous inputs. We add a baseline measure of the outcome variable and, thus, estimate value-added models. We run various robustness checks related to measurement issues and sample restrictions. Moreover, we consider effect heterogeneity -in particular, we analyze if the HLE of disadvantaged children improves more than that of non-disadvantaged children, especially in the long run.
Overall, we find significant positive effects of ECEC quality on the HLE at later stages. This is particularly true for the ECEC quality that children experience when they are two years and older. For earlier points in time, the relationship is also positive, though not statistically significant.
Our positive effect could be explained by direct and indirect mechanisms: A direct mechanism relates to a more effective interaction between ECEC staff and parents, as one important part of high ECEC quality, which leads to a better quality at home. This interaction might be more effective for relatively older children than for the very young. The closer children get to kindergarten or school entry, the more attention parents might pay to education. Moreover, the longer the child uses ECEC services the more parents may adapt their knowledge and attitudes about childrearing due to interactions with the teachers (e.g.,
Halgunseth and Peterson 2009
). The finding of hardly any negative effect on ECEC quality might indicate that parents do not display compensating behavior at home. Furthermore, there could be indirect effects, in the sense that children talk about their ECEC experience at home and, thus, might evoke or "demand" higher home quality. Our results, particularly those in the analyses considering ECEC measures for relatively older children, support this assumption.
Additionally, higher ECEC quality might improve maternal well-being, which in turn raises the HLE.
Heterogeneity analysis indicates that the effects differ between subgroups: Our results show that the HLE of more advantaged children benefits most from high ECEC quality, at least when we consider the long run. With respect to ethnicity, there are different results in the short run, which do not last. The HLE of white children, of children with higher educated mothers, and of children whose mother lives with a partner benefits most if we consider long run effects. Our results indicate that children who might benefit most from high ECEC quality experience smaller effects on their HLE. This might imply an inefficient allocation of ECEC quality. Inequalities in early live circumstances, which exist from the very beginning, might further increase (for such an argumentation, see, e.g., Francesconi and Heckman 2016) .
Consequently, we conclude that if policy makers want to improve the HLE of disadvantaged children in particular, improving the interaction between their parents and the ECEC staff could be one important avenue. Likewise, more effort should be made to improve access to higher quality ECEC for disadvantaged children, e.g. through state regulations, subsidies, and parental education. In principle, this can lead to an increase in the HLE. In any case, such an increase in ECEC quality seems reasonable, as, for example, only 56% of the sampled children were in center-based care programs that met the child-staff ratio standard of 7:1, as defined by the American Public Health Association (McCartney et al. 2007 ).
However, a design of such measures would benefit from an even better understanding of the mechanisms behind the effects of ECEC quality on the HLE. Given the limited sample size in our data and limited information on potential channels, the mechanisms could not be precisely identified in this study. Future studies employing larger data sets and information on channels of the effects suggested by our study could work on disentangling different mechanisms.
Another limitation of our study is that we could not distinguish between different ECEC modes -thus we could not run separate estimations for specific ECEC programs, such as Head Start. Further research is needed to deepen our understanding of the effectiveness of different ECEC services with respect to their effects on HLE of various groups of children.
With these limitations in mind, our results provide promising new evidence suggesting that ECEC quality is an important pathway to improve the HLE of children, not only the other way round. It emphasizes the importance of addressing the quality of various child environments and it emphasizes the necessity of a systematic understanding of the interaction between ECEC and HLE quality. Note: The figure provides an overview over the study design. In particular, it shows the timing of the measurement of the quality of the early education and care quality as well as the quality of the home learning environment. Note: The table displays various robustness tests for the effect of ECEC quality on the home learning environment (HLE) at various points in time, as indicated in the panel header. All specifications control for historical inputs and a baseline measure of the home learning environment (at age 6 months for columns 1, 6 and 7). For columns (1)-(5), ECEC quality is averaged over the measures at 15 and 24 months for Panel A, the measures at ages 24 and 36 months for Panel B, and the measures at ages 36 and 54 months for Panel C. For columns (6) and (7), ECEC quality is averaged over the previous three and four periods, respectively. Robust standard errors in parentheses: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Source: Own calculations based on NICHD SECCYD data. 
